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Iran, another October is in sight!
Long Live Workers’ Revolution!
In the 21st century when science, technology and
productivity is at its highest yet, the working
population live in economic, social uncertainty
and poverty and are under political suppression
by the capitalist governments. A negligible
minority i.e capitalists rule the planet. Not only
the political tendencies of the bourgeois class
have no way of resolving the needs of millions
and millions of workers, they in fact, potentially
present more devastating wars in society by
strengthening capitalist competition over their
areas of influence, leaving the fate of people to
the crude laws of the free market, state and
Islamic terrorism. Bourgeoisie needs to get over
its economic crisis. The factors providing ways of
doing so for the bourgeoisie are: giving a free
reign to extreme right wing in power and
mainstream politics, increasing economic
austerity, increasing areas of crisis and terrorism,
destruction of societies in the Middle East and
North Africa.Today, Margaret Thatcher’s Moto
and that of the extreme right wing of the 80s
“long live profit” has materialised; capitalism has
turned everything from creativity, art, health,
education, environment and water into
commodity and vehicle for profit. Bourgeoisie in
its drive for more profit, not only has jeopardised

peoples’ lives and future, it has also seriously
endangered the environment and the planet.
The fundamental reason for the devastation
imposed on people is capitalist system and its
needs for capital accumulation. The sheer
existence of poverty stricken counties and
mass unemployment at the time when
technological progress rules are the
consequences of the up side down system of
capitalism. The working
class and progressive
movements have
relentlessly struggled
against austerity and the
burden of the economic
crisis which is on the
shoulders of the
workers. One weakness
of the anti capitalist
movement in Europe
and USA during the past
decade has been their
inability to elevate their
opposition to the policies
of the bourgeoisie to a
radical workers’ and socialist movement for
capturing political power. The working class
and progressive movements are against
capitalism and it is vital for them to emerge as
a class and alternative movement. In this
struggle, the working class needs to bypass
the parliamentary framework and provide a
revolutionary workers’ and socialist way out of
the current system. It is necessary to organise
the movement for building people’s and
workers’ Councils with direct workers’ action
and formation of Worker-communist parties
with a socialist alternative.
Middle East and Iran too are buried under the
devastation of crisis and wars. The question of
the Islamic regime being overthrown is on top
of the agenda in Iran. This regime is in deep
economic and political crisis and is unable to
address even the most basic needs of the
society. Hence the overwhelming desire by
people to overthrow it. The recent mass
protests redefined politics in Iran and
strengthened the wave of workers’ protests.
The attempts to create some sort of
alternative within the opposition and also by
the regime itself have not yet succeeded to
quash the “danger” of workers’ struggle or
communism in Iran. Today, more than any
other time, the working class in Iran is critical
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of capitalism and on the strength of the
workers’ Council movement is moving towards
becoming a pillar of the battle for political
power. Iran’s current specific situation is
quickly giving way to mass protest movements
and workers’ strikes. This time the class
conflicts are over state, rules, laws and the
image of future. Working class must
determine its policies and tactics. All eyes are
on the leadership of the working class.

Workers’ strike in Haft Tapeh
At the same time vital immediate demands
must be fought for: decent living conditions
for all, abolition of the so called minimum
wage which is 4 times lower than poverty
line, payment of all delayed and unpaid
wages in line with rate of inflation,
unemployment benefit, suitable housing, free
health and education services, transport,
compensation to all victims of earthquakes
and flooding, rebuilding of all ruined houses,
ending of all kinds of discrimination. These
are some of the immediate demands of the
workers. The majority of people in Iran know
that the only way to achieve their demands is
to overthrow the Islamic Republic and
establish a socialist state.
We call on all to join us to end poverty,
unemployment, inequality, discrimination,
gender apartheid, tribal religious and gender
divisions. We call on all to join us to oppose
suppression in society and in prisons, to fight
against executions and the status quo.
Workers must act as the “shadow state” and
take charge as the leaders of the society. All
our demands must be guaranteed by a
revolutionary workers government because
bourgeoisie does not grant them or says “can
not grant them”. First of May provides one of
the best occasions to show the world

workers’ perspective in changing the society
for a better world. Let us turn this year’s May
Day into a mass manifestation of workers’
unity and internationalism.
We, the Hekmatist party,
salute international workers’
day. On this day no king has
been inaugurated, no religion
has been born, and no
“nation” has been created!
First of May is the day of a
universal class. It is the
international movement of
workers for a radical and
fundamental change for a
communist revolution. On this
day we emphasise on the
necessity of political,
intellectual and organisational
independence of the working
class from bourgeois
movements and currents. Our class must
unite in its Worker-communist parties and
socialism. It must organise itself in mass
Councils. We must struggle for the abolition of
capitalism, overthrow of capitalist states,
seizing of political power and establishment of
workers’ state and socialist system. Creation

of a society without wage slavery, exploitation,
private ownership of means of production,
poverty, unemployment and hunger is

Workers of Steel Factory in Ahvaz
The banner reads “Workers are
Awake, They hate exploitation”

possible. Let us strengthen our class unity and
the urgency of workers’ alternative!
Down with Islamic Republic of Iran!
Freedom, Equality, Workers’ State!
Long Live Socialist Republic!
Translation by: Susan Lari

Terrorism in Sri Lanka is strongly condemned
On 21 April 2019 a terrorist attack in three cities in Sri Lanka killed more than 207 and
injuring 400 people. Three churches and three hotels in the capital Columbo were blown
and two more explosions in cities of Negombo and Batticaloa killed scores of people.
These terrorist and murderous crimes are the continuation of terrorist acts in the Middle
East, north Africa and Europe. Their victims are innocent people. Today, all public places
like schools, trains, airports, shopping centres, parks, cinemas, concert halls and hospitals
are targeted by terrorists. People in Sri Lanka, Nigeria, Istanbul, Cairo, Baghdad, Brussels,
Paris and all over the world are victims of the confrontation between the terrorists and the
capitalist governments.
Worker-communist Party of Iran _ Hekmatist and the working class movement strongly
condemns this terrorist act and declares that all forms of terrorism, state led or otherwise,
have no legitimacy and must be condemned by communists and revolutionaries. Our
thoughts are with the victims and their loved ones. The only way to end all terrorism is for
the people of the world together with the working class to rise and abolish capitalism.
People of the world do not share any benefits in the terrorist actions of the governments
and all none-governmental terrorist groups of all religious denominations.
Worker-communist Party of Iran - Hekmatist
21 April 2019
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Translation by: Susan Lari

Message of Rahman Hoseinzade,
Leader of Worker-communist Party of Iran - Hekmatist

On the occassion of 1st May,
International Workers’ Day
First of May is one the days when the difference between two worlds is clearly obvious. On the one hand the
world of the majority who are exploited and suppressed, and on the other hand that of the exploiters and
oppressors. Class differences and the gap between the working class and the capitalists are getting wider and
wider in the world.
Capitalism has caused poverty and devastation in all the continents. The economic hardships on the working
class is accompanied by intellectual, political and cultural regression. The ever rising of religious ignorance,
male chauvinism, racism, tribalism, nationalism and state and non-state terrorism have all made life a misery for
vast number of people all over the world. First of May is an opportune day to challenge the statuesque.
In Iran, we are approaching first of May at a time when the struggle of the working class is reaching new
heights. Strikes by workers in the sugar cane factory of Haft Tapeh and that of the steel workers in Ahvaz were
prime examples of such escalated struggles. The important point in this struggle was the workers’ determination
to protest directly against the employers about their working conditions but it was also about addressing the
capitalist Islamic Republic as the main culprit for the devastation the workers and the rest of the working class
endure every day.
Workers stood united as leaders of the struggle against the Islamic regime. The regime arrested workers and tried
to prevent further escalation of the strikes but workers gained a lot of experience in organising themselves
against the onslaught. On this first of May, we must defend these lessons and organise our class to advance our
struggle against capitalism.
Workers of Haft Tapeh and Ahvaz showed the way by undermining the rule of capitalism and the Islamic
Republic. They rely on workers’ councils. Workers demand their councils through which they can provide an
alternative to the capitalist state. They demand better wages, factory control, freedom of political prisoners and
the right to strike. They demand prosperity, equality and freedom for all.
We must unite and organise our first of May demonstrations in the main cities and towns. Hekmatist Party
together with communist workers and radical workers’ leaders must over come all political obstacles to
overthrow the capitalist Islamic Republic of Iran and pave the way towards the establishment of a Socialist state.

Long Live First of May
Long Live Workers’ Revolution
Long Live Workers’ Councils
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Summarised by: Susan Lari

Worker-communist Party of Iran-Hekmatist

Escalation of confrontation between US and Islamic governments
On 8th April, US government declared Iran’s Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) as a
terrorist organisation. Mutually The Islamic Republic of Iran declared the US government as
“a government supporting terrorism”. Iran’s national security council declared US Central
Command (Centcom) a “terrorist organisation”. The whole thing brought a wave of threats
and war mongering rhetoric between the two governments. This is the world of terrorists who
call each other terrorists! They both must be overthrown.
US government, heading world terrorism has no legitimacy to declare “fight against
terrorism”. Firstly, the Islamic Republic of Iran with all its military and security departments
and terrorist arms are the result of the policies of the US and the imperialist powers during
the Cold War; secondly the Islamic Republic and its IRGC forces have been committing
massacres against people in Iran and the region for the past 40 years and have been one
pole of terrorism all along. The aims and policies pursued by these terrorist governments are
the complete opposite to those of the working class in Iran The latter aims for the overthrow
of the Islamic Republic. Escalation of confrontations between the terrorist governments has
nothing to do with the struggle and ideals of the militant and revolutionary people of Iran.
This escalation is, in fact, counterproductive to the struggle of the people because it creates
an opportunity for the reactionary currents within the Islamic Republic and other right wing
forces in the region to strengthen themselves. What we witness is, on the one hand the
cheering of the right wing forces in-waiting who have hopes in US support of “regime
change” and making them “an alternative”; and on the other hand, mobilisation of anti USA
nationalist ranks within the Islamic government and Pasdaran (IRGC).
Worker-communist Party of Iran - Hekmatist calls upon all progressive forces to be politically
vigilant about the consequences of the escalation of confrontations between the two terrorist
governments. As far as the working class is concerned these two poles of terrorism are
united in their policies of suppressing the revolutionary struggle of the people of Iran. Any
defence of the US and Islamic governments must be condemned. We have no interest in the
military goals of the US and its allies in the world and region, or in the survival of the Islamic
Republic of Iran and its terrorist actions.
Our aim, and that of the revolutionary working class is to oppose these terrorist governments
and the bourgeoisie in the region. We call upon the people and the working class to rise and
overthrow the Islamic Republic of Iran. Workers’ revolution will put an end to terrorism.
Down with Islamic Republic!
Freedom, Equality, Workers’ State!
Long Live Socialist Republic!
9 April 2019
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Translation by: Susan Lari

Nasrin Sotoude vs Esmaeil Bakhshi
Western campaigns to free political prisoners in Iran

Nasrin Sotoudeh,
Lawyer activist

Sepideh Ghalyan,
Worker activist

Amnesty International is running a prominent
campaign to free Nasrin Sotoude, an Iranian female
lawyer imprisoned by the Islamic Regime; The French
parliament all rise to honour her. This is all good, if
they also did the same for the working-class leaders.
Why this discrimination? Is it accidental or politically
and ideologically motivated?
We, Worker-communists have always defended
unconditional freedom of expression; we have clearly
declared that we are fighting for a society in which
there are no political prisoners. Therefore, we struggle
to free all political prisoners from any political
allegiances. We condemn the imprisonment of
anybody for expressing their views or believes or
working for a political change. Having said that, we
must question the activities of the Western
governments or “respectable” non-governmental
organisations for their preferences and activities.
Nasrin Sotoude is a so-called moderate activist; she
has always defended the so-called “reformist” faction
of the Islamic regime; she has actively campaigned for
Rohani’s presidency. When asked recently by BBC
Persian service what should be done with the Islamic
regime? She responded: leniency or moderate actions.
In the early days of the ongoing mass protests, she,
with some other “reformist” activists, including some
of the previous top leaders of the Islamic regime who
have been deeply involved in heinous crush of the
leftist political organisations, torture and execution of
opposition activists of the 80’s, demanded a political
referendum to decide about the future of the country.
This appeal was ridiculed by the left opposition and
ignored by the protest movement in Iran.
At the time that the US openly and the EU secretly are
seeking “regime change” in Iran, the actions of the
Western governments and organisations, such as,
Amnesty International express a very clear political
message. The question is why doesn’t Amnesty
International run a campaign for working-class leaders
who are imprisoned and tortured daily, the most
prominent one Esmaeil Bakhshi, the leader of the
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Ali Nejati, retired
Haftapeh worker

Azar Majedi
_______________

Esmaeil Bakhshi,
leader of Haftapeh
workers’s strike

Sugar Cane plant, who openly fought to create
workers’ councils and promoted workers’ control?
Why doesn’t the French parliament rise to honour this
popular and respected working-class leader? Workers,
teachers, pensioners, students in Iran all protested for
his freedom; openly condemned his imprisonment and
harassments by the regime. If one only listens to the
demands of the majority of the people in Iran, then it’s
Bakhshi and not Sotoude who should find prominence
in our promotion efforts.
The answer is clear; The Western governments have a
clear and open agenda. They are crushing their own
workers’ movement for improving worker’s conditions
and wages. The French ruling class has been enacting
the most oppressive laws against the working people
and has brutally crushed any protests opposing these
oppressive laws. For them, imprisonment of a
working-class leader is a condoned act. They would
do it, too. They cannot even pretend they are against
imprisonment of the working class and the leftist
activists and leaders. This is against everything they
stand for.
This political agenda is what we oppose to and
condemn. The intentions for the Western governments
and mainstream media and pundits must be exposed.
The people of Iran were once duped 40 years ago by
the same governments; the revolution of 1979 was
brutally defeated by these states, imposing an Islamic
movement in Iran. People have been paying by their
lives for that huge conspiracy. The Iranian society is
very much polarised; the youth are politically mature
and sophisticated. It is not easy to impose another
“regime change” in Iran. People are fighting with nail
and tooth, but they have had no success, yet. The
International working-class movement, leftist and
communists, the freedom-loving people must defend
the working-class movement in Iran. They should read
between the lines of the mainstream media and
pundits. Lines that constantly broadcast “fake”
narrations of the events and political developments in
Iran.

Assange’s Arrest Must Be
Categorically Condemned!
Azar Majedi
_______________
The arrest of Julian Assange was a blow to the right of
political refugees to a safe and secure life in the host
country, and basically in the Western countries; a clear
violation of freedom of expression and journalism and
freedom of information. A secret deal between the
UK, the US and Ecuador governments led to revoking
of Assange refugee status and subsequently his arrest
at the Ecuadorian embassy in London. Assange’s
freedom and safety was taken away in a $10 million
deal, of which 4.2 million was paid to Ecuador by the
IMF the day after his arrest. The main fear is
extradition of Assange to the US, which Britain has
openly stated is part of the deal. This is outrageous
and must be protested by all freedom-loving citizens
of the world.
This act if not revoked will create a precedence that
threatens the safety and security of all political
refugees who are openly engaged in political activities
against the country from which they have fled or any
other country for that matter. This act will also lead to
more censorship and cover ups of Western states’
violation of basic human rights, war crimes,
corruption, and miscarriages of justice.
What is Assange’s crime?
He is accused of publishing American “confidential
documents.” In order to recognise the real issue
behind this wide and vague accusation, one must demystify the word “confidential”. Which documents
did Assange and Wikileaks expose? The documents
for which Assange has been arrested are all cover ups
of US war crimes in Afghanistan and Iraq and
violation of basic rights of Afghani and Iraqi citizens;
documents which Chelsea Manning, American soldier
had discovered and given to Wikileaks, so that the
world finds out about brutal violation of human rights
and war crimes committed by the US army. Manning
was imprisoned in 2010, was convicted of espionage
in 2011 and kept in solitary confinement until 2017
when his mental health had seriously deteriorated and
was finally freed by Obama’s decree. It should be
mentioned that the US federal police has arrested
Manning again at the beginning of March, when the
conspiratorial deal regarding Assange was being
finalised.
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The fact of the matter is that US and UK with silent
approval of the EU/NATO intend to make an example
of Assange and Manning. So, no one would dare to
expose crimes committed by these states. They are
openly de-franchising their citizens from state
information; the right of citizens to information will
soon be something of the past. War crimes are crimes
to be punished not covered up. But apparently only
certain war crimes are worthy of punishments! The
crimes committed by rival states (e.g. ex-Yugoslavia)
and some African governments (e.g. some rebel
leaders who are being or have been tried in The
Hague)!
The real criminals are not Assange and Manning, but
first and foremost George Bush and Tony Blair and
top army officers of both countries who have
committed outrageous crimes against ordinary citizens
of Iraq and Afghanistan, imprisoned, tortured and
killed many.
It’s of utmost importance to protest this outrageous
violation of political refugee rights, freedom of
expression, and the right to expose crimes committed
by states. We are already living in a world that states
control all personal information of ordinary citizens,
no privacy exists for ordinary citizens, whilst the
cover ups and secrecy by states are continually
increasing, all under the disguise of threat of terrorism.
However, what UK, Ecuador and US have carried out
is simply an act of hostage taking and terrorism.

Assange at the Ecuadorian Embassy in
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